Enhancing Anti-PD-1/PD-L1 Immune Checkpoint Inhibitory Cancer Therapy by CD276-Targeted Photodynamic Ablation of Tumor Cells and Tumor Vasculature.
Antiangiogenic therapies have been demonstrated to improve the efficacy of immune checkpoint inhibition by overcoming the immunosuppressive status of the tumor microenvironment. However, most of the current antiangiogenic agents cannot discriminate tumor angiogenesis from physiological angiogenesis. The aim of this study was to investigate whether a photodynamic therapy (PDT) agent that targets CD276, a receptor overexpressed in various tumor cells and tumor vasculature but with limited expression in normal tissue vasculature, could improve the tumor inhibitory efficacy of a PD-1/PD-L1 blockade. A CD276-targeting agent (IRD-αCD276/Fab) was synthesized by conjugating the Fab fragment of an anti-CD276 antibody with a photosensitizer IRDye700. The in vivo tumor-targeting efficacy and therapeutic effects of IRD-αCD276/Fab with or without an anti-PD-1/PD-L1 blockade were tested in subcutaneous and lung metastatic tumor models. PDT using IRD-αCD276/Fab significantly suppressed the growth of subcutaneous 4T1 tumor and inhibited its lung metastasis. Moreover, it triggered in vivo antitumor immunity by increasing the activation and maturation of dendritic cells. Tumor PD-L1 levels were also markedly increased after PDT using IRD-αCD276/Fab, as evidenced by noninvasive PD-L1-targeted small-animal PET imaging. In combination with an anti-PD-1/PD-L1 blockade, IRD-αCD276/Fab PDT markedly suppressed the growth of tumors and prevented their metastasis to the lung by recruiting the tumor infiltration of CD8+ T cells. Our data provide evidence for the role of CD276-targeted PDT for local immune modulation, and its combination with PD-L1/PD-1 axis inhibition is a promising strategy for eliminating primary tumors as well as disseminated metastases, by generating local and systemic antitumor responses.